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Abstract : A sialtstical thciinodynamic theory iii conjunciion with the complex lorinalion model, has been used to investigate the 
thermodynamic properties of liquid AlMg alloys. Thermodynamic propcities such as tree energy of mixing, heat of mixing and entropy 
of mixing have been reproduced by our exptessions. Conecnlraiion-concciUralion nuctuations at the long-wavelength (^ V,,(())) limit have 
been obtained to investigate the stability and stiiictiiral inlormaiion about liquid AlMg alloys. The study ol chemical short range order 
parameter (a i) has been carried out to quantify the tlegrce ol order I he stutly reveals that liquid AlMg alloy is a weak interacting system 
It IS to mention that various factors such as si/c dilfcrence and electronegativity diflerencc arc loo small to account for the asymmetric 
behavioui in this system. The obscived asymmeiiy suggests that AI»Mg; complexes are loimcd in the liquid AlMg alloy
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1. Introduction
Aluminium alloys arc o f technological [11 and mdustiial 
(2] imponancc. Al-bascd materials have received significant 
research interest with the aim to develop a new  Family o f 
high-strength materials [31. High strength aluminium alloys 
consist o f at least five (L i, Ca, Cu, Mg, Si) significant 
alloying elements. There is a great interest in Al-rich 
alloys CsSpccially due to improved mechanical properties 
o f nano structural materials [4J. Kawakami [51 and Batalin 
et al [6 1 have measured the integral enthalpy o f mixing 
in the liquid phase o f A lM g calorimclrically. These 
measurements deviate markedly from each other for 
concentrations higher than = 0.4. These values have 
been derived [7,8J from partial quantities using the Gibbs 
Duhem relation considering the integral excess entropy. 
Moreover, different investigators [9,10] have used different 
lattice stabilities and as such, its extension to ternary and 
higher order aluminium alloy system becomes difficult. 
Ihcre is a large scatter in experimental values reported 
lor liquid A lM g alloy. However, these deviations arc a 
result o f the experimental error. O f the previous evaluation 
reported in the literature, the evaluation by Saunders [9]
for liquid A lM g alloy was the most extensive and 
satisfactory.
Asymmetry in various properties o f mixing o f A lM g 
molten alloys, though free energy o f mixing is not 
very large = -0.15 KJ/moI) is noticed around
eqiiiatomic composition. The anomalous behaviour o f 
mixing properties o f liquid A lM g alloys may not be 
attributed to the low size factor is the
volume) 1.34. The electronegativity {EN  =  1-exp (-0.25 
j" ) ,  d is the difference in the EN  values o f the elements) 
values o f 0.023 for A l-M g yield a weaker ionic character 
in compari.son with 0.5J for well-known ionic system 
CsAu I 111. The linear decrca.se in the melting temperature 
o f the alloy and flattened minimum in the intermediate 
region as observed in the phase diagram [1,7,12-161 
suggest that the intermetallic compound Al^Mg., exists in 
the solid phase. Results from different authors [1,7,12- 
16| are in good agreement within the experimental error. 
The formation o f compounds in solid phase led many 
theoreticians |17—21J to believe that chemical complexes, 
pseudomolecules and privileged group o f atoms might 
exist in molten state. Various theoretical models [22-25]
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based on the above assumption, are being used to 
investigate alloying behaviour o f such type o f binary 
molten alloys.
Asymmetry in the free energy o f mixing and the 
heat o f formation //  ^ are responsible for promoting complex 
formation in the liquid alloys, but these properties need 
not necessarily imply complex formation 121]. Hence, the 
concentration fluctuations in the long wavelength limit 
arc one o f the most powerful microscopic functions 
for understanding the nature o f interatomic interactions. 
Chemical short-range order parameter, is evaluated to 
quantify the degree o f order.
In this study, a statistical thermodynamic model based 
on complex fomiation (// A1 -h v M g c=> Al^Mg^^ ju = v 
= 2) has been used to calculate the interdependence o f 
various thermodynamic properties, such as the free energy 
o f mixing, the heat o f mixing, the entri^py o f mixing, 
concentration fluctuations at long wavelength limit, the 
chemical short range order parameter o f liquid A lM g alloys. 
This concept has been used successfully to explain the 
mixing properties [21.25—27J o f a variety o f binary liquid 
alloys.
2. Formalism
2./. Properties o f  mixing :
The grand partition function o f an alloy consisting o f A^ , 
number o f A atoms and number o f B atoms may be 
expressed in terms o f the configurationally energy,
.5'=
exp((//,A^, + ^ 2 ^ 2  + EVK^T] (1)
where ( T )  and are the atomic partition functions and 
the chemical potential o f the /-th ( i  = 1, 2) species, 
respectively. and T  refer, respectively, to the Boltzmann's 
constant and the absolute temperature. Eq. (1) can be 
solved [28] in the framework o f the quasi-lattice theory to 
obtain various expressions for the thermodynamic and
microscopic functions. After performing some algebra [29], 
we may obtain the free energy o f mixing as
+  ET 2 ’C,lnC . (2)
= C ,C ,W  +  (3)
0 „ =  C^(i-^C^v{y. -  CjK), A  >  2.
0 ,2  = c ,M C ^y~ \2  -  c ,f jc ^ y '^ ) .  v >  2, (4)
where W  is the ordering energy and W,,, are the 
interaction energies. Cj and Cj are the concentrations o f 
the first and second species o f  the alloy, 0^  ^ is probability
o f finding the i-J bond as a part o f the complex. For // = 
3 and v' = 2,
(Z>,2 = 13C,/420 + 2C,^/3 -  3C,‘*/2 + 3C^/5 
+ 2CfY3 -- 5C//7 + C,V4,
0,, =  -53C/840 +  2Cf -  5Cp4  4- 6Cf/5 
-  + 4C//7 -  Cf/8,
0 ,^ = 23C/280 -  C y i  4- 2C',V5 + -  C,V8. (5)
The heat o f formation can be obtained from eq. (2) and 
the relation
w -  = c; -  -
Eqs. (2) and (6) yield
= CjC j (W  -  T (a w id T ))
+
The entropy o f mixing 5^ is given by 
= (//« -  GJ/T.
(6 )
(7)
2.2. Concentration fluctuations in the long wavelength 
limit, short range order parameter and the activity 
coefficient :
Concentration fiuctuations in the long wavelength limit 
have been widely used [21,30,31] to understand the 
alloying behaviour o f liquid binary alloys. is related
to G „  as
5^^(0) = RT ( a - G j a c y - \ p ^ .  (9)
Using cq. (2) the value o f for ju ~ 3 and i/ = 2 is
given by
5^^(0) =  C.C, { 1 4- {RT) ‘ \~2W 4- 2C, (2 -  9C, 4
6C,- + IOC,' -  ISCV + 7C,-’ )W,2 + C, (4 -  15C, 
+ 24C,^ -  30C,^ + 24C,“' -  i c } )  W,, + C ,’  (-6  
+ 8C, + 6C ,’ -  7C,-‘ )W22]»’ '. (10)
The Warren-Cowley [32,33] short-range order parameter 
(CTj) is evaluated to quantify the degree o f order and it is 
computed theoretically [21,22,31] as
CTj = (5  -  1)/(.^(Z~ 1) 4. 1), (11)
5 = S^^{0yS^^id{0f (12)
5 .^^/r/(0) = CjC^. (13)
Here, Z  is the coordination number, which is taken as 10 
for our purposes.
The activity coefficients are given by
In = {K ^TTH G ^  +  (1 -  C;) (14)
Eq. (2 ) gives the values o f activity coefficients for // = 3 
and v' = 2 as
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In =(1/ K J )  |W(1 -  C\f + W,,( 13/420 + 2C;
-  22C.V3 + 15Cy2 + 8C,V5 -  25C,V3 + 44C,7
7) +  (-53/840 + 2C^ -  19C,V3 + 39C,V4 -
54C1V5 + 9Cf + 3 IC7 /7  + 7Cf/8) + (23/280
-  2C ’  + 7C;/2 -  8C,V5 + C," -  13C,77 + 7C,V
8) ], C>5)
In j/ = (1/ W + W,,(-4/3 + 9C/2 -  12C,75 -
IOC,73 + 30C,“/7 -  Vc,V4) Cj’ + W,, (-4/3 + 
15C./4 -  24C.75 + 5C,’ -  24C,-*/7 + 9C,V8)C; + 
W„(3/2 -  8C,/5 -  6C,'/7 + 7C,78) C;|. (16)
2.i. Viscosity :
Various expressions |34—36] are available in the literature 
for the calculation o f viscosity {?]) o f binary liquid alloys. 
The expression given by Kucharsky [35] has been used 
here to investigate the viscosity o f liquid A l-M g alloys.
q = C,V,/V(v,/v)‘  rr^7, + C^VJV{v^/vfY!;q^. (17)
= (18)
r = 4-
(19)
(20)
V {i ~ 1, 2) and Y respectively, the partial molar 
volumes and the activity coefficients of the constituent 
species o f the liquid binary alloys. and rj, arc the 
viscosities o f the pure component, V is the volume of the 
alloy and p is a fitted parameler.
3. Results and discussion
3.7. Properties o f  mixing :
It is clear from Section 1 that the likely complex to be 
fonned in liquid A lM g alloys is Al,Mg,. o f A lM g (6/\^ 7 
RT < —3.0) system is low which indicates the weaker 
tendency o f complex formation. This means that the value 
of W should be smaller. The values o f W and were 
adjusted through computer simulations to get the 
concentration dependence o f through cq. (2). The 
energy parameters for liquid A lM g alloys at T -  1073 are 
found to be
W fR T^  -0 .76, W JR T = : -  1,88, W^/RT == -0.24, 
WJRT:=^ -0.18.
The computed values o f versus concentration are 
shown for A lM g liquid alloy in the lower part o f Figure 1 
together with the experimental observations [7], Figure 1 
shows that the values o f G^ are negative through the 
whole concentration range and the evaluated values are in 
agreement with the experimental values.
The heat o f mixing and entropy o f mixing o f A lM g
Figure 1. Upper pan SJR —  Theoretical, A Hxpi. [7); Lower pan G^JRT- 
Theoretical, X Lxpi. 171, -  -  Theoretical, • bxpt. [7].
liquid alloy have been computed to see the variation o f 
energy parameters with temperature. It can be observed 
that the concentration-dependence o f can be explained 
if we consider the temperature dependence o f the energy 
parameters for A lM g liquid alloys. These are given as
DWIclT = -2.6/e, -OAR, ^ 0.24/?,
d W jD T  = 3.4/?.
The evaluated values o f (eq. (7)] and feq. (8)] are 
plotted as a function o f concentration in the lower and 
upper part, respectively, o f Fugure I alongwith the 
experimental values (7|. Like experiment, is negative 
throughout the whole concentration range. There is a 
reasonable agreement between theory and experiment. The 
evaluated values o f are positive at all concentrations 
like the experimental values. The positives values of 5^ 
throughout the whole concentration range show the 
existence o f atomic order in liquid A lM g alloys.
5.2. Concentration fluctuations in the long wavelength 
limit, shortrange order parameter and activity coefficient :
The values o f S^flO) and a, have been computed via cq. 
(10) and (11) respectively and are shown in Figure 2. The 
experimental values o f are obtained from measured
activity data 17]. From 5^ .^(0) < S^.Jd{0\ the existence o f 
chemical ordering leading to complex formation is expected.
< 0 corresponds to unlike atoms pairing as nearest 
neighbour. Figure shows that A FM g alloy is more ordered 
towards Al-rich end. The activity coefficients calculated
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through eq. ( ]4 )  are tabulated in Table 1 along with 
experimental values (7J. The values are in fair agreement.
Figure 2. Upper part — Theoretical, X E''xpt. From activity
data (7 ) . -----ideal; Lower part ct^ .
Table 1.
1073 K.
Activity coefficients of Al (y^) and Mg in AlMg liquid alloys at
C’,
Present Expl. 171 Present Lxpl. 17]
0.1 0.994 0.971 0.236 0.301
0.2 0.952 0.900 0.380 0 464
0.3 0.870 0.817 0.548 0.623
0.4 0.769 0.7.32 0.714 0 763
0.5 0 675 0.658 0.847 0.871
0.6 0.602 0.599 0.933 0.942
0.7 0.557 0.555 0.974 0 982
0.8 0.534 0.530 0.988 0.987
0.9 0.514 0.522 0,995 1.000
3.3. Viscosity :
The linear volume (C,V, + C^V^) o f the alloy ba.scd on the 
density data o f Smithell’s Metals Reference Book [37] has 
been considered here to calculate the viscosity o f liquid 
A l-M g alloy. The viscosity o f the component elements o f 
the alloy have also been taken from the same book [37J. 
The computed values are shown in Figure 3. Different 
values o f p  have been used for the calculation o f rj to see 
the effect o f the fitted parameter. It is to mention that the 
complex forming liquid alloys show maxima [36,38] in those 
composition ranges where intermetal lie compounds are 
formed. The maxima in the viscosity is found with p  = -0.8
Q-
0 0
00 05 10
Figure 3, Viscosity of liquid AIMg alloy at 1073 K.
around the same composition where is minimum.
With increasing negative values o f p, the maximum shifts 
towards Mg-rich end and the minimum shifts towards AI- 
rich end with the increasing positive values o f p. The 
theoretical values have not been compared with the 
experimental values as they are not available to the best 
o f our knowledge.
4. Conclusion
The concentration-dependence mixing properties o f A IM g 
liquid alloys have been explained successfully with the 
assumption o f Al^Mg^ complexes in the melt. The same 
energy parameters have been used for the evaluation of 
mixing properties, 5^.^(0) and The asymmetry in all 
the cases was found around the same composition range. 
The low value o f the free energy o f mixing indicates that 
A l-M g system is a weak interacting system. The same 
energy parameters have been used to calculate the bulk 
properties and viscosity. The properties suggest the 
compound formation in A l-M g liquid alloys.
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